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Part I: Conflict Between States
1. The News Story as Rhetoric: linguistic approaches to the analysis of journalistic discourse (Peter White & Elizabeth Thomson)
2. When is a handover not a handover: A case study of ideologically opposing French news stories (Alice Caffarel and
Elizabeth Rechniewski)
3. The nature of ‘Reporter’ voice in a Vietnamese hard news story (Tran Thi Hong Van & Elizabeth Thomson)
4. Evaluating ‘reporter’ voice in two Japanese front page lead stories (Elizabeth Thomson & Nagisa Fukui)
5. The Rhetoric of Editorials: a Japanese case study (Motoki Sano)

6. Maintaining symbolic control over Taiwan: arguing with scare quotes in the Mainland press (Edward McDonald)
7. Journalistic voice, register and contextual configuration: a case study from the Spanish and Argentinean press (Annabelle Lukin)
Part II: Conflict Within States
8. Reporting bloodshed in Thai newspapers: a comparative case study of English and Thai (John Knox and Pattama Patpong)
9. Winning an ‘information war’: an Indonesian case study (Philip Kitley)
10. Using the words of others: ‘Reporter voice’ and the construal of objectivity in the reporting of political conflict in Finland
(Maj-Britt Hoglund)
11. Pulling readers in : news photos in Greek and Australian broadsheets (Dorothy Economou)
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‘Hard’ news in English
 typically associated with eruptive violence, reversals of
fortune and socially significant breaches of the moral order”
(White 1997)
 the ‘voice’ of hard news is ‘factual’, ‘neutral’ and free of
‘subjectivity’ - yet an authorial stance is present.
 avoids interpersonal meanings which indicate opinion.
 For eg. Avoids explicit value judgments about the morality,
competence, normality etc of participants - uses implicit judgments
 Avoids explicit evaluations of events and entities in terms of their
aesthetics or emotional impact - uses implicit evaluations;
 Avoids inferences about the motivations and intentions of
participants and contentious claims about causes and effects

 Uses bare assertions and attribution

An example:

The values of explicit judgment which occur
are mediated through attribution: violates the
most fundamental of human rights is
attributed to Philippe Sands QC, professor of
law at University College, London

The families of British detainees at Guantanamo Bay are to take their fight for
the men’s release to the US with the help of the foremost American civil liberties group,
Theannounced
length of yesterday.
detention is in
they

some way
contrary
to
Politicians,
campaigners
and lawyers joined relatives of the prisoners to
expectation:
more
than
two
years
launch the Guantanamo Human Rights Commission at the House of Commons.
Nine Britons and three British residents are among the 660 men who have
been held at the American naval basin in Cuba for more than two years without charge
or access to lawyers. Another 11 Europeans, several from France, Sweden and
Germany, are also detained at Camp Delta.
“We have to speak not only to the courts of law but to the courts of public
opinion,” Nadine Strossen, the president of the ACLU, said. She said there was
- two
paragraphs are bare
growing concern over the Bush administration’s actions in the ‘war on terror’…

assertions - denying other
“it is plain and clear that the treatment of these 660 being held without
dialogistic alternatives.

charge, without access to a lawyer, without access to a court, violates the most
- attributing
voices
are: the
fundamental
of human
rights’, said Phillippe Sands QC, professor of law at University
College,
London.
[Guardian,
families,
ACLU
president
and21/01/04:4]

Philippe Sands

(taken from Martin & White 2005:167)

Research Questions
whether hard news in Vietnamese, Japanese
and Indonesian contains authorial positions
and if so,

how are these positions realised?

Methodology
One hard news story per language (3);
Appraisal analysis
 Each analysed for attitude:- judgment,
appreciation and affect:
 Positive / Negative;
 Inscribed / Invoked;

 Each analysed for engagement:
 Bare assertions / attribution.

Indonesian: “Wife of Armed Forces
Officer Abducted by GAM”
 appeared in the Suara Pembaruan on July 4, 2003;
 reports on the 29 June, 2003 abduction of two women who were
part of a group of experienced journalists who were stopped by
five armed men from the Free Aceh Movement (Gerakan Aceh
Merdeka, GAM) while travelling home;
 The abduction ended in a shoot out between the Indonesian
Military Police and the Free Aceh Movement, killing the senior
journalist. The two women and the cameraman were released
unharmed.
 The abduction was complicated by the fact that one of the women
was the wife of an Indonesian Armed Forces officer.

Japanese: “Sovereignty handed over to Iraq.

As a
precaution against terrorists, (the handover) is brought

forward. The 14month occupation (of Iraq) is over”
 appeared in the Nihon Keizai Newspaper on 29 June, 2004;
 The Nikkei is an economic paper also reporting on world events;
 reports on the politically significant handover of power to the
provisional Iraqi government by America’s Coalition Provisional
Authority (CPA).
 The handover occurred two days earlier than expected. It was
only after the ceremony was over that the event made public.
This bringing forward of the handover sparked debate over why it
was unexpectedly and secretly brought forward.

Vietnamese: “US mask stripped off in Iraq”

 appeared in the on-line version of the Nhan Dan Daily (the
People’s Daily) on May 14, 2004;
 reports on the Abu Ghraib prisoner scandal during the Iraqi war
and addresses the issue of human rights violations;
 The story asserts that the US has lost control of the situation in
Iraq and suggests that the US uses the protection of human rights
as a strategy for invading a sovereign nation.
 The Nhan Dan Daily is the Communist Party’s primary national
newspaper.

Indonesian story

The story uses both attribution and
bare assertion about equally.

Negative attitude:Inscribed only, two asserted
& one attributed

Positive attitude:inscribed by attributed voices
and author, only one invoked
which is attributed

Features of the Indonesian story
 This is very like an English hard news report, appearing factual
with little ‘subjectivity’.
 Of the ‘subjectivity’, more evaluation is attributed & is mostly
inscribed;
 Yet the author’s evaluations are present - explicitly negative in
relation to the event - abducted & kidnapped;
 The author has taken up a position - one that most of us would
hold inrelation to the is kind of situation - taking innocent people
as hostages during war is wrong
 Author’s positive evaluations are 3rd affect - hopes ;
 The story is more than 50% the words of others.

Japanese story

The story uses bare assertion, with only
two instances of attribution

mostly Negative attitude:invoked with some
inscribed

Little Positive attitude:invoked by attributed voices
and some inscribed by author

Features of the Japanese story
 the report takes a position in relation to Iraq’s sovereignty - the reporter’s stance is
that Iraq should be restored to complete sovereignty (kanzen na shuken);
It operates with both inscribed and invoked attitude;
the few positive evaluations (attributed to other voices) suggest a positive viewpoint
of the situation in Iraq and the handover…however,
the negative evaluations outweigh the positive by dint of both their frequency of
occurrence in the text and their positioning in the text.
The situation in Iraq is portrayed negatively with the US still improperly occupying
the country.
While, this story clearly has an authorial stance, it does so using a register
reasonably similar to that of English, relying heavily on bare assertion and
juxtaposition, rather than attribution.

Vietnamese story

Paragraphs 1, 4 and 5 use bare assertions to
present authorial position

the story overwhelmingly uses explicit, negative attitude.
The reporter and the other voices clearly take an antiAmerican stance using inscriptions as the evaluative

strategy of choice.

Paragraphs 2 and 3 use attribution to support
the authorial position

When positive evaluation occurs, it is in relation to the
authorial position that America’s strategy of using the
rhetoric of human rights as a guise for interfering in the
affairs of sovereign states is exposed

Features of the Vietnamese story
To sum up,

 this article presents an authorial position
 It is explicitly anti-American, explicitly negatively evaluating the US
and their actions in Iraq.
 Inscribed positive evaluations occur in relation to the exposure of
the US ‘human rights’ strategy.
 The reporter’s opinion is clearly evident as bare assertion
 It is supported by other voices who also disapprove of America’s
actions.
 The other voices serve to endorse the reporter’s position that the
US is not in control in Iraq, and is thus another example of the
interfering foreign policy that America propagates.

Comparison of registers..
English
 the ‘voice’ of hard news is
‘factual’, ‘neutral’ and free of
‘subjectivity’
 avoids interpersonal meanings
which indicate opinion.
For eg. Avoids explicit value
judgments
Avoids explicit appreciation and
affect,

 Uses bare assertions and
attribution

Indonesian
 Very like English - with little
subjectivity
Japanese
 Like English - with an authorial
stance which avoids explicit
attitude by author, using
juxtaposition and invocation to
present an authorial stance
Vietnamese
 Unlike English - having a very
explicit authorial stance, realised
by explicit attitude in bare
assertions and also within
attribution.
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